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A B S T R A C T

The purpose of passive air blast safety valves is to protect people and technical installations in buildings or
facilities. In case of explosions, e.g. due to technical failures in an oil- and gas refinery, the safety valve should
close in milliseconds with the incident shock wave and substantially reduce the blast-pressure leakage into the
building. On the other hand, the safety valve should exhibit a low pressure drop in normal operation in order
to reduce the power consumption of the ventilators. One main difficulty in the design of such safety valves is to
meet the minimum technical requirements, while ensuring the functionality in intrinsically different operating
modes. Therefore, the present study proposes a target-oriented evaluation and optimization procedure for such
devices, incorporating comprehensive numerical and experimental investigations. CFD, FEM and FSI analyses
are regarded as an appropriate approach to predict valve performance parameters and to gain additional
insights into the flow or structural behavior of the safety valve, which serves then as a basis for geometrical
optimizations. The introduced procedure is exemplified on an existing passive air blast safety valve as a case
study. The performance of the new design is significantly increased in ventilation operation, while meeting
the performance criteria in the stress case when subjected to blast loads.
1. Introduction

The purpose of passive air blast safety valves is to protect people
and technical installations in buildings or facilities. Typically, multiple
safety valves are mounted in parallel on the building facade at the
ventilation intake or exhaust. In case of explosions, e.g. due to technical
failures in an oil- and gas refinery, the safety valve should substantially
reduce the pass-through overpressure generated by the incident shock
wave. A passive air blast safety valve must meet the following criteria:
on the one hand, it should exhibit a low pressure drop in normal
operation in order to reduce the power consumption of the ventilators.
On the other hand, it should withstand the incoming blast load as well
as close in milliseconds with the incident shock wave and reopen when
the overpressure decreases to ensure the functionality of the ventilation
after the impact. One main difficulty in the design of such safety valves
is to meet the minimum technical requirements while ensuring the
functionality in intrinsically different operating modes. An optimized
safety valve concerning pressure drop in normal operation does not
necessarily meet the minimum specifications in the stress case and vice
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versa. Consequently, several studies handle the topic of blast waves and
their impact effects.

Shock tube experiments and computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulations have been widely applied to investigate the generation
and behavior of shock waves as well as to determine the high speed
flow characteristics of different working fluids at different boundary
conditions (Kumar and Nedungadi, 2020; Singh et al., 2020; Khawaja
et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017; Rigas and Sklavounos, 2005). As an
example, Kumar et al. conducted a comprehensive CFD study to de-
termine the effects of various design parameters (i.e. membrane burst
pressure, driven section length and driver gas) of an open shock tube
with respect to the generated pressure wave (Kumar and Nedungadi,
2020). Among other findings, it was discovered that high membrane
burst pressures do not influence the decay rate of pressure waves,
where however the driver gas has a significant effect on the blast
wave shape. Another study evaluated three differently sized membranes
(separation of the driver and driven section in the shock tube) in order
to determine the maximum incident energy at the shock tube end
with an experimentally validated CFD simulation (Singh et al., 2020).
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations

CFD Computational fluid dynamics
DoE Design of experiments
EN European standard
FEM Finite element method
FSI Fluid structure interaction
GUM Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in

Measurement
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
ISO International Organization for Standardiza-

tion

Variables

𝑖 Shock wave impulse [bar ms]
𝐿 Length [m]
�̇� Mass flow rate [kg/s]
𝑝 Pressure [Pa]
𝑡 Time [s]
𝑇 Temperature [K]
�̇� Volume flow rate [m3/h]
𝛥𝑝 Pressure drop [Pa]
𝜑 Relative air humidity [%]

Subscripts

0 Initial
𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 Closing
𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 Critical
𝐷𝑇 Driver tube/section
𝐸 Entry
𝑚𝑎𝑥 Maximum
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 Measured
𝑀𝐿 Measuring location
𝑟𝑒𝑠 Residual

Superscript

+ Positive pressure phase

An increase in incident energy was found with increasing membrane
thickness, where the former yields approximately 47, 28 and 10 kJ
with a diaphragm thickness of 4, 3 and 2 mm, respectively. Rigas et al.
performed CFD simulations of an explosion with the corresponding
shock wave propagation in a small scale tunnel configuration to deter-
mine the maximum overpressure and arrival time at different positions
in the tunnel branches (Rigas and Sklavounos, 2005). The results are
compared with experimental data, where the relative error of the peak
overpressure and shock wave arrival time was found to be in a range of
7.5 to 18.2% and –16.7 to 4.5%, respectively. The authors conclude that
CFD can be an effective tool to predict explosion hazards in confined
complex geometries.

Besides the fluid mechanical characterization of shock waves (e.g.
propagation, gas property changes, etc.), structural responses, caused
by the impact of blast waves, are subject of several studies (Spranghers
et al., 2013; Børvik et al., 2009; Henchie et al., 2014; Nguyen and
Gatzhammer, 2015; Louar et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2013). Typically,
experimental or numerical investigations are carried out, where for
the latter finite element method (FEM) analyses or fluid structure
interaction (FSI) simulations find application. In FEM analyses pre-
2

defined load profiles are usually specified, where subsequently the
structural response is simulated. The FSI modeling approach considers
on the one hand the displacement or deformation of the investigated
structure due to fluid forces (e.g. pressure), and on the other hand, the
effects on the fluid flow behavior due to these structural movements.
For example, Spranghers et al. analyzed the behavior of aluminum
plates when exposed to planar blast waves in free air (Spranghers
et al., 2013). In experiments, the plate deformation and the occurring
reflected pressures were identified by two high-speed cameras with
digital image correlation and pressure sensors in the mounting frame,
respectively. The experimental results obtained are then compared
with numerical FEM simulations, where different model parameters
are investigated (e.g. element size and integration method). Conse-
quently, a good agreement between the experimental and numerical
results of the plastic deformation as well as the subsequent elastic
vibrations of the plate is achieved. In another study the structural
response of an unprotected ISO container under 4000 kg TNT blast
loading at 120 m distance was investigated experimentally as well as
numerically (Børvik et al., 2009). Different numerical approaches are
applied for the analysis, where the coupled and uncoupled Eulerian–
Lagrangian method resulted in a minor permanent structural deflection
of the container wall compared to the measurements. Conversely, it
is revealed that a purely Lagrangian analysis overpredicts the total
deformation. However, the authors mentioned that according to the
obtained measurement data, the reflected impulse was higher than ap-
plied in the simulations. By considering the correct blast load, the fully
coupled approach delivers an adequate structural response compared
to the experimental data. Henchie et al. accomplished experimental as
well as numerical investigations to determine the behavior of circular
plates when exposed to repeated uniform blast loads (Henchie et al.,
2014). It was found that the plate midpoint deformation increases
with each blast exposure for all different applied explosive charge
masses. Furthermore, by comparing the numerical with experimental
results, the determined impulses are mostly within an error band of
±10%, where all the predicted plate deflections lie in an error band
of ±2–3 mm. Furthermore, Nguyen et al. investigated and proposed a
coupling method for FSI simulations considering explosion blast waves
and deformable structures (Nguyen and Gatzhammer, 2015). In one of
the examined case studies, the blast load on an aluminum square plate
and the corresponding center displacement was simulated, where good
agreement with experimental data from another study was achieved.

Concerning passive air blast safety valves, Mo et al. conducted nu-
merical investigations of a blast safety valve for pipeline systems with
a translatory mode of operation (Mo et al., 2015). In normal operation,
the movable valve core is held in place by a spring. When exposed
to a shock wave, the spring is compressed and ultimately the valve
core closes the flow passage. The CFD analysis revealed the expected
pressure increase and reduction before and behind the safety valve dur-
ing blast impact, respectively. Sharma et al. investigated numerically
the behavior of hemispherical shells, which are typically present in
many safety valve closure mechanisms, when subjected to blast load-
ings (Sharma et al., 2017). It is revealed that the radial displacement
of such shells is minor compared to flat structures. The same authors
conducted a literature review of existing blast safety valves and related
studies (Sharma et al., 2016). A classification of existing safety valves
is carried out, where it is among others differentiated between remote
actuated (active) and blast actuated (passive) valves. It is mentioned
that most of the available products on the market are designed for
an incident pressure of 3 to 7 bar and having air volume flow rate
capacities of 0.14 to 16.5 m3/s. Furthermore, various related topics and
concepts were addressed, e.g. blast wave behavior and impact as well
as numerical modeling. The authors conclude, that the problem of blast
pressure leakage in safety valves has not been thoroughly addressed in
open literature and that FSI analyses of complete safety valves have not
been carried out at that date. They mention the need of investigations,
eventually incorporating FSI simulations, in order to optimally design

air blast safety valves and to reduce the pass-through overpressure.
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According to the literature search, several studies handle the topic
of shock waves as well as air blast impact and the corresponding effects
on different mechanical structures, where experimental and numerical
methods are applied. However, to the best of the authors knowledge,
only few publications handle specifically the topic of passive air blast
safety valves. Therefore, the study proposes a target-oriented evalu-
ation and optimization procedure for such devices considering both
operating modes, i.e. ventilation operation (normal operation/case) as
well as closing behavior when subjected to air blast loads (stress case).
The goal is to investigate and reduce the pressure drop in normal
operation as well as the blast pressure leakage of the valve in the
stress case. This involves experimental as well as numerical investiga-
tions, where ultimately the introduced procedure is exemplified on an
existing passive air blast safety valve as a case study.

2. Investigated system

In the present work the Andair AG passive explosion safety valve
of type KC-T is investigated as a case study. It is a double acting,
non-locking valve, i.e. it closes in positive as well as negative pres-
sure phases during shock and reopens after the impact. The latter is
important to assure the functionality of the ventilation system after the
incident. The closing mechanism consists among others of aluminum
bars and wire springs with a combined translational and rotational
mode of operation, where however the translatory movement is domi-
nant. The safety valve is designed for reflected shock wave pressures
of up to 21 bar and is mostly applied for ventilation flow rates of
500 to 670 m3/h. At the present date, there is an increased demand
of safety valves for significantly lower expected incident blast wave
pressures of 0.1 to 1 bar. For this field of application the mentioned
valve is too expensive, massively oversized and therefore not optimal.
Consequently, it is subject of optimizations or novel developments
specifically for these shock wave magnitudes.

3. Experimental methods

3.1. Normal operation test rig

During the present work a new test rig is conceptualized for an-
alyzing the passive safety valves in normal operation (see Fig. 1).
It consists principally of four ventilators, two sections for mass flow
rate measurements (�̇�1 and �̇�2) and two boxes, with the safety valve
mounted in its middle. A deflection and perforated plate in the first
box assures a uniform flow distribution, where the box entry pressure
𝑝𝐸 , relative air humidity 𝜑𝐸 and temperature 𝑇𝐸 are logged with
corresponding measuring equipment. The pressure drop 𝛥𝑝 over the
valve is measured with a differential pressure gauge and a ring line
around each box. The primary purpose of this new developed test rig is
to fully characterize the behavior of the existing and novel safety valves
in ventilation operation. Especially the pressure drop for given mass
flow rates or vice versa is of main interest. Furthermore, the critical
mass flow rate (closing point of the valves) can be determined likewise.
Based on these requirements, a measuring concept is elaborated and an
uncertainty analysis according to ISO/GUM is conducted (GUM, 2008).
To ensure accurate results of the implemented measuring equipment, a
calibration of each device is carried out by accredited calibration labo-
ratories according to ISO/IEC 17025. Before the actual measurements,
a validation procedure is carried out, to ensure the reproducibility and
repeatability of the applied testing method. This novel concept provides
reference values (i.e. pressure drop in function of the mass flow rate) for
performance analysis between the existing and newly developed safety
3

valves as well as data to validate the CFD models.
3.2. Shock tube test rig

As mentioned in the introduction, shock tubes are frequently used
devices to generate and simulate shock waves. They comprise a high-
and low-pressure section, often referred to as driver and driven section,
separated by a diaphragm. Pressure waves are generated by abrupt
burst of the latter, implying changes in fluid pressure, density, velocity
and temperature. The incident shock wave generated in the shock tube
depends from several design parameters such as driver gas and burst
pressure.

For the present investigation of passive air blast safety valves in the
stress case, a shock tube test rig at the SPIEZ LABORATORY is used (see
Fig. 2). The test rig consists of a driver and a driven pipe section as
well as a measuring section (if valves are assessed). Additionally, small
discharge pipes to the environment in the driven and measuring section
are present. Piezoelectric pressure sensors are mounted to monitor the
incident and reflected pressures with respect to time in the shock tube.
The driver gas is ambient air, where preliminary tests with an empty
shock tube (see Fig. 2a) revealed a membrane burst pressure of 4.6 bar
to generate an incident shock wave with a magnitude of approximately
1 bar. The latter represents the worst-case of the examined scenarios
and is applied as boundary condition to test the existing as well as
novel valve designs. For the experimental investigation of the valves,
they are flanged at the end of the driven section (see Fig. 3), where
a measuring pipe section is mounted thereafter (see Fig. 2b). With an
additional pressure sensor, the blast pressure leakage through the valve
as well as the closing time is measured. Again, the measurement data
may be used to validate the numerical models.

4. Numerical methods

4.1. CFD

The commercial code ANSYS CFX 18.2 is used in the present study
for the CFD analysis. Details of the code are provided in the appropri-
ate handbooks of the software (CFX, 2017), where the most relevant
information is given here. The governing equations (conservation of
mass, momentum and energy) are spatial discretized to formally second
order accuracy, in a finite volume formulation using structured meshes.
Additionally, the solver employs a fully implicit approach for time dis-
cretization. The fully discretized system of linear equations are solved
using an iterative technique. Sub-, trans- and supersonic flows can be
modeled when compressible fluid models are used with either ideal
or real gas laws. In the present case, the ideal gas law is applied. For
temperature calculations in the solution domain a heat transfer model
(total energy formulation) is applied, to account for kinetic energy
effects. Turbulence is accounted for by the BSL or SST model (Menter,
1994), since they has been shown to reliably capture flow separation
in various applications (CFX, 2017).

For both operating modes of the safety valve, the fluid domain is
modeled as close as possible to the real situation in the mentioned
test rigs (compare Section 3). To reduce the computation time, com-
ponents with a minor effect on the fluid flow, e.g. mounting screws,
are neglected. For the normal operation, the two boxes of the test rig
with the flanged safety valve are modeled. A uniform flow distribu-
tion is assumed at the inlet, where mass flow rates according to the
measurements are specified. The walls are defined as a no-slip wall
boundary condition and a relative pressure of 0 Pa is specified at the
outlet. For the simulation of the stress case, the whole shock tube
(except the discharge pipes) is modeled, where no-slip wall boundary
conditions and a relative pressure of 0 Pa at the discharge pipe junction
is defined. The pressure initial conditions are specified according to the
empty shock tube measurements (4.6 and 0 bar in the driver and driven
section, respectively), which generates a 1 bar incident pressure wave.
The structured computation grid for all simulations is generated with
ANSYS ICEM CFD 18.2, where mesh independence studies are carried

out to minimize eventual discretization errors (see Appendix A).
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v

Fig. 1. Schematic of the normal operation test rig with the essential components, dimensions and measuring locations (not true to scale).
Fig. 2. Schematic of the shock tube with the essential components, dimensions and measuring locations (not true to scale): (a) emtpy shock tube configuration and (b) safety
alve measurement configuration.
Fig. 3. Photograph of a flanged safety valve at the end of the driven section in the
shock tube (without measuring section).

4.2. FEM

Structural simulations of valves during stress situation are per-
formed using ABAQUS/CAE, Version 2018. A detailed description of
the code is available in the ABAQUS Theory Guide (Aba, 2018). In
4

dynamic analysis an implicit scheme for time integration is used,
with automatic time-stepping based on the concept of half-increment
residuals. Spatial discretization is implemented with structured meshes
of linear order. Contact pairs are discretized using a true surface-to-
surface discretization. The discretized equations are iteratively solved
in their weak formulations.

Individual parts are constrained in accordance with the real sit-
uation. Materials of components subjected to large deformation are
modeled using an elastic–plastic bilinear model based on available
material data acquired according to EN 10151. The blast wave loads
are specified as boundary conditions by importing pressure–time curves
based on the CFD shock tube simulations, assuming a uniform pressure-
distribution over the entire valve.

4.3. FSI

In theory different numerical approaches exist for FSI simulations.
With the so called monolithic approach, fluid and solid mechanics
governing equations are solved simultaneously. Conversely, in the par-
titioned approach, the fluid and solid domain are separated numerically
and the governing equations are solved individually in an iterative
procedure (Ha et al., 2017). In the latter approach, it can be further
distinguished between one- and two-way coupling. With one-way cou-
pling, only fluid pressure forces are transferred via an interface to the
structural solver at every time step, where the structural deflection
is computed subsequently. This approach is usually applied if the
structural response has a minor effect of the fluid flow characteristics.
With two-way coupling, the structural deformation and displacement
is additionally imported to the fluid solver at every time step and the
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computation domain is adapted accordingly (Benra et al., 2011). This
full coupling becomes especially important in the case of blast safety
valves, where the closing mechanism has a significant effect on the
fluid flow. Different studies cover the topic of FSI simulations consid-
ering blast wave loads and highly deforming geometries or structural
failure (Yuan et al., 2017; Subramaniam et al., 2009; Faucher et al.,
019; Kambouchev et al., 2007). For example, Yuan et al. evaluated
he behavior of a clamped ductile beam with large elasto-plastic de-
lection when subjected to an underwater blast applying an analytical
SI framework (Yuan et al., 2017). In another study, a numerical
ethod for FSI analysis and an approach to determine its influence on
he structural response parameters is introduced (Subramaniam et al.,
009).
Consequently, a two-way coupling approach is considered in the

resent work. Due to numerical issues and interface mapping problems,
t was not possible to solve directly the fluid flow and structural
esponse iteratively at every time step. Therefore, a so-called indirect
wo-way coupling is applied. Meaning, that time-dependent pressure
orces evaluated from the complete CFD simulation (i.e. the whole
last load period) are transferred to the FEM analysis, where the
isplacement and deformation of the valve closing mechanism is cal-
ulated. The determined time-dependent deflection is then used as a
ew boundary condition for the next CFD simulation. Several itera-
ions of the indirect coupling are carried out, until the change of the
ime-varying pressure curve was insignificant. Based on the dominant
ranslational motion of the existing closing mechanism, the immersed
olid capability (overset mesh method) of ANSYS CFX is applied. This
ethod allows a motion of solid bodies through fluid domains and
hus fully closing the safety valve in the CFD simulation. However,
or some novel valve designs, the immersed solid strategy cannot be
sed due to mixed modes of operation (e.g. closing mechanism based
n rotation and material deformation). Alternatively, a mesh morphing
trategy is adopted, were the position of the valve closing mechanism
s iteratively adapted in the CFD computation with respect to the
etermined displacement characteristics of the whole blast load period
y FEM analysis. However, with this method the valve closure cannot
e modeled completely in the CFD simulation due to mesh deformation
ssues. Nevertheless, such indirect FSI simulations yield first important
nsights concerning the valve performance when subjected to shock
ave loads, which serve as a basis for geometrical optimizations.

. Valve performance evaluation criteria

To compare the performance of the existing valve concept with
ovel ones, adequate evaluation criteria need to be specified. In ventila-
ion operation, the pressure drop 𝛥𝑝 with respect to the present volume
̇ or mass flow rate �̇� is applied for the evaluation in the present
ork. A decrease in pressure drop at the same given volume flow rate
epresents a valve performance enhancement (compare schematically
ig. 4a). �̇�𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 represents the critical volume flow rate, at which the valve
loses in normal operation.
In the stress case, the maximum overpressure 𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 behind the valve

nd the valve closing time 𝑡𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 (i.e. when the relative pressure reaches
ero) during the shock wave impact is of relevance. To quantify the
otal blast pressure leakage, i.e. the strength of the shock behind the
afety valve, the residual impulse 𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠 is applied as a performance
riterion, which graphically represents the area below the positive
ressure phase after the safety valve until its closure. Next to the max-
mum overpressure, this quantity is important to estimate the damage
otential on structures, devices or personal injuries (Malhotra et al.,
017; Zalosh, 2014). The residual impulse 𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠 is defined as:

𝑟𝑒𝑠 = ∫

𝑡𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒

𝑡0
𝑝(𝑡)d𝑡 (1)

ith 𝑡0 the initial time of pressure increase, 𝑡𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 the closing time of
5

he valve (i.e. when the overpressure behind the valve reaches 0 Pa) h
Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the different applied evaluation criteria for passive
air blast safety valves in (a) ventilation operation and (b) stress case. Arrows indicate
the direction of performance increase.

and 𝑝(𝑡) the temporal pressure distribution behind the safety valve after
shock wave impact. A decrease of all mentioned quantities represents
a valve performance increase, i.e. a reduction of shock strength behind
the valve (compare schematically Fig. 4b). However, a low maximum
overpressure not necessarily results in a low residual impulse, if the
closing time of the valve is elevated. In the present work limiting values
of 𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠 and 𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 of 1.5 bar ms and 1 bar, respectively, are specified for
the shock wave downstream of the safety valve. Values above would
most likely cause damage to technical components and installations.

6. Evaluation and optimization procedure

Fig. 5 shows a flow chart of the proposed evaluation and optimiza-
ion procedure. With the presented set of experimental and numerical
ethods as well as evaluation criteria, the existing safety valve is
irst assessed in normal operation. On the purpose-built test rig, the
ressure drop is determined at various air volume flow rates ranging
rom approximately 200 to 800 m3/h. To fully characterize the fluid
low behavior in the safety valve and to gain further in-depth insights,
he same operating points and the corresponding pressure losses are
nalyzed with CFD simulations. Moreover, the existing valve is assessed
xperimentally in the shock tube with an incident pressure wave of
bar, where the blast pressure leakage is analyzed. The maximum
verpressure, closing time as well as the residual impulse is determined.
imultaneously, FSI analyses are set up to simulate the valve closing be-
avior and to determine the fluid flow characteristics behind the safety
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Fig. 5. Flow chart of the evaluation and optimization procedure for passive air blast safety valves incorporating experimental and numerical investigations.
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alve. From the obtained experimental and numerical results, reference
alues based on the evaluation criteria (e.g. pressure drop, residual
mpulse, etc.) are defined next to the limiting values as baseline for
he further development and the comparison with novel valve designs.
lso, the measurement data is applied to validate the numerical models
f possible, in order to assure their applicability for the upcoming
ptimization investigations.
After the characterization of the present system and based on the

ained knowledge, novel valve concepts are elaborated in an innova-
ion workshop. All variants are assessed with CFD analysis in venti-
ation operation to determine the respective pressure losses. The three
ost promising solutions are further optimized regarding pressure drop
ith the design of experiments (DoE) method. At the same time, CFD
nd FEM analyses are carried out to gain first indications regarding the
alve closing behavior when subjected to blast loads as well as to assess
he structural response, e.g. if the mechanical strength of the design
s sufficient. In an iterative procedure both variants are geometrically
ptimized with respect to the defined reference and limiting values
s well as technical requirements. Subsequently, a prototype of the
est performing solution according to the numerical investigations is
6

anufactured and assessed experimentally. First, the valve is examined F
on the normal operation test rig to determine the pressure losses as
well as the limiting mass flow rate and the corresponding valve closing
characteristics. The latter gives first indications for the behavior in
the stress case, which is assessed subsequently on the shock tube.
Additionally, the normal operation performance of the safety valve
after blast wave impact is determined to assure its functionality after an
incident. In the end, after minor geometrical optimizations determined
by simulations and experiments, the final design of the novel passive
air blast safety valve is elaborated.

7. Results and discussion

7.1. Novel valve design

Fig. 6 compares the existing with the novel passive air blast safety
alve design resulting from the optimization procedure. Like the exist-
ng design, the new one has a double acting and non-locking mech-
nism, which closes in positive as well as negative pressure phases
uring shock and reopens after the impact. The closing mechanism
onsists of metal sheets, which spread open under blast load (see

ig. 6b). To prevent these sheets from folding over under blast load as
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ell as to reduce vibrations in normal operation, additional supports
re installed. Therefore, the closing mechanism reveals a mixed mode
f operation, which bases on rotational movement as well as elastic
aterial deformation. In comparison to the existing valve, the new de-
ign has an increased air flow cross section and a significantly reduced
ass of the closing component. Consequently, a reduced pressure drop
n normal operation as well as a reduced closing time in the stress case
re to be expected.

.2. Ventilation operation

Fig. 7 shows the pressure drop 𝛥𝑝 (y-axis) of both valve designs
in function of the volume flow rate �̇� (x-axis). Symbols indicate the
measured as well as simulated pressure losses at specific flow rates,
where the dashed and dotted lines reveal the valve behavior approxi-
mated with a power-law fit based on the acquired data. Fig. 8 depicts
velocity contour plot from CFD analysis in a vertical cut through the
alves at a volume flow rate of 791 m3/h.
First of all, the novel valve concept reveals a significant performance

ncrease in ventilation operation (see Fig. 7). At a pressure drop of 200
a, the throughput is increased by approximately a factor of 3 from 673
o 2000 m3/h. When evaluating the pressure loss at a volume flow rate
f 791 m3/h, the novel valve design yields a value of approximately
2 Pa in comparison to 314 Pa of the existing valve. The reason for
his behavior is most likely the increased flow cross section as well as
he straightened flow path in the new valve design. Also, this outcome
s of relevance in practice, since this design may helps to reduce the
ower consumption of ventilation fans or requires a decreased number
f valves installed in the building facade, without being critical for the
entilation operation.
When examining the velocity contour plot of the CFD analysis (see

ig. 8), it is revealed that the maximum flow speed in the new safety
alve design is reduced by approximately 21.2 m/s in comparison to
he existing concept at the same given volume flow rate of 791 m3/h.
s suspected this is due to the straight air flow path and the increased
low cross section. Furthermore, the air flow in the novel design is
lose to steady state where the largest flow separation occurs mainly
t the inlet (see Fig. 8b). Conversely, the existing design reveals a non-
7

tationary behavior of the flow, where multiple regions with boundary z
ayer separation are present due to the increased flow deflection (see
ig. 8a). Shedding vortices are observed after the closing bar and at the
alve outlet (regions with velocities close to zero), which results in an
ncreased pressure drag and a Kármán vortex street like flow behavior.
oth phenomena contribute to the discovered increased pressure losses
n the existing valve concept.
Moreover, the predicted pressure losses by CFD analysis fits qualita-

ively well the experimental data (see Fig. 7). The mean absolute error
MAE) is 15.9 and 5.7 Pa when comparing the numerical with the ex-
erimental data of the existing and the new valve concept, respectively.
herefore, the CFD model can be validated and the results demonstrate
he usability of such analysis for the presented optimization procedure.
ith both variants, the absolute error grows with increasing volume
low rate and reaches its maximum of 24.9 (existing valve) and 16.7
a (new design) at the highest flow rate examined. Also, the CFD
odel predicts slightly lower pressure drop values in comparison to
he measurements. On the one hand this can be explained by omitted
omponents (e.g. mounting screws) in the analysis and on the other
and by assuming a fixed closing mechanism. The latter closes slightly
n reality at higher volume flow rates, inducing a decreased flow cross
ection, which results in increased air flow velocities and pressure
osses.

.3. Stress case

.3.1. Empty shock tube
Fig. 9 depicts the measured and simulated overpressure 𝑝 (left y-

xis) as well as positive phase impulse 𝑖+ (right y-axis) in function of
ime 𝑡 (x-axis) at both measuring locations (ML1 and ML2) in the empty
hock tube (compare Fig. 2a). Solid and dashed lines represent the
xperimental and numerical results, respectively.
When considering the measured pressure–time distribution at mea-

uring location 1 (see Fig. 9a), a first pressure increase of approximately
.1 bar is visible until 7.5 ms due to the incident shock wave traveling
owards the shock tube end flange. Subsequently, the pressure increases
urther by approximately 2.05 bar due to the reflected shock wave
raveling backwards in the driven section. The overpressure starts
o decrease at approximately 12 ms until reaching a value close to

ero at 80 ms. Correspondingly, the impulse increases continuously
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Fig. 7. Measured and simulated pressure drop in ventilation operation of the existing and novel valve design.
Fig. 8. Velocity contour plots at a volume flow rate of 791 m3/h during ventilation operation in a vertical cut through the safety valves: (a) existing and (b) novel valve design.
until reaching a value of 86 bar ms over the whole positive pressure
phase. The measured overpressure at the driven section end flange (see
Fig. 9b) represents the reflected pressure, where 3.15 bar is reached
on average. The pressure remains at the same level for approximately
12 ms, where a decrease is observed thereafter and a total impulse of 89
bar ms is reached. Initially, the experimental data fluctuates strongly in
a range of up to 2.8 bar, where subsequently the amplitude decreases
to approximately 0.15 bar. These fluctuations are also observed at
measuring location 1, although much smaller, most probably induced
by vibrations in the mechanical structure due to the incident shock
wave.

Moreover, the simulated values show adequate agreement in gen-
eral with the experimental data at both measuring locations (see Fig. 9).
No significant fluctuations are present, except directly after the shock.
The mean absolute error between the predicted and measured overpres-
sure is 0.10 and 0.12 bar at measuring location 1 and 2, respectively.
However, an underprediction of the pressure between 40 and 70 ms
is observed. This results in slightly lower simulated positive phase
impulse values of approximately 81.5 and 87 bar ms, where a mean
absolute error of 1.46 and 1.68 bar ms is present. These errors are
assumed negligible, since the high pressure phase in the beginning is
of particular interest when evaluating the closing behavior of the valve
designs. Consequently, the CFD analysis can be applied to accurately
predict the blast load on the safety valves.

7.3.2. Safety valve performance
The present section reveals the safety valve performance and behav-

ior when subjected to a blast load of approximately 1 and 3 bar incident
and reflected pressure (as shown in Fig. 9), respectively. Fig. 10 depicts
the measured and simulated overpressure 𝑝 (left y-axis) as well as
8

residual impulse 𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠 (right y-axis) after the valve at measuring location
2 (ML2) in function of time 𝑡 (x-axis) of both designs. Solid and dashed
lines represent the experimental and numerical results, respectively.
In order to facilitate the comparison between the different valve de-
signs and to assure a uniform benchmark, the performance criteria are
evaluated when the residual pressure reaches 0 Pa for the first time.
Furthermore, details of the flow field in the safety valves during blast
loading are presented in Appendix B.

First of all, the existing valve design reveals a maximum measured
overpressure of 0.55 bar and closes after approximately 2.25 ms (see
Fig. 10a). This behavior results in a residual impulse of 0.39 bar ms
until closure. This demonstrates an adequate performance of the valve,
since the specified limiting values are not exceeded (compare Sec-
tion 5). When considering the numerical results of the FSI simulation,
an underprediction of the maximum overpressure by 0.18 bar as well
as an overprediction of the closing time by 0.9 ms is visible. Due to
the increased closing time and the slightly higher simulated pressures
in the second half of the valve closing phase, an increased residual
impulse of approximately 0.54 bar ms is observed. Possible reasons for
this deviation from the experimental data are an inaccurate prediction
of the flow field by the CFD analysis in the valve due to the applied ge-
ometrical simplifications or too stiff spring models in the FEM analysis.
Nevertheless, the FSI simulation delivers important insights regarding
the valve performance for geometrical optimizations, by means of a
conservative estimate. It is assumed that if the limiting values are not
exceeded in the simulation, the same applies for the real situation. This
assumption can be verified when evaluating the blast load behavior of
the novel valve concept.

With the new safety valve, the measured maximum overpressure
is increased by 0.1 bar in comparison to the existing design and
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Fig. 9. Measured and simulated pressure–time distribution as well as positive pressure phase impulse: (a) measuring location 1 in the driven section, (b) measuring location 2 in
the driven section end flange (compare Fig. 2a).
Fig. 10. Measured and simulated pressure–time distribution as well as residual impulse after the passive air blast safety valve (measuring location 2, compare Fig. 2b): (a) existing
and (b) novel valve design.
reaches a value of 0.65 bar (see Fig. 10b). Conversely, the closing
ime is reduced by approximately 0.8 ms down to a value of 1.45 ms.
ost likely, this behavior is due to the increased flow cross section
i.e. initially an increased amount of air passes through the valve) as
ell as the reduced mass of the closing mechanism components. The
9

residual impulse reaches a value of approximately 0.45 bar ms until
closure, which is roughly 30% of the specified limiting value. Therefore,
the new safety valve concept reveals a similar performance under
blast loading compared to the existing design. However, as shown in
Section 7.2, the pressure drop in ventilation operation is significantly
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Fig. 11. Comparison between (a) predicted and (b) observed plastic deformation of the metal sheet in the safety valve after shock wave exposure.
Fig. A.12. Results of the grid convergence study examined at measuring location 2 (compare Fig. 2b) after the existing passive air blast safety valve: measured and simulated (a)
pressure as well as (b) residual impulse.
F
l

a
m

decreased. The pressure–time distribution of the FSI analysis shows a
similar form in comparison to the measurements, where the maximum
overpressure is slightly higher (≈0.7 bar) and a shift on the 𝑥-axis
of approximately 0.5 ms is visible until the simulated valve closure
at 1.9 ms. Subsequently, the pressure increases again and fluctuates
around 0.1 bar. This is why the residual impulse reaches first a value
of 0.65 bar ms and then continues to increase. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.3, this behavior is induced by mesh deformation issues, where
he valve cannot be fully closed in the simulation. This results in a
ontinuous air flow through the valve during blast impact, which is
bserved by the pressure distribution above zero. Despite this fact, the
10
SI simulation provides a conservative estimate of the blast pressure
eakage which is to be expected in reality.
It is also worth mentioning, that the FEM simulations yield an

ccurate estimation regarding the structural response of the new closing
echanism. Fig. 11 shows exemplarily an investigated section of the

latter in the bottom left corner of the valve. For example, the equivalent
plastic strains (PEEQ) were analyzed to estimate the plastic deforma-
tion of the metal sheets, and thus the potential occurrence of cracks
within the sheets (see Fig. 11a). The predicted plastic deformations are
confirmed by the prototype after the experimental shock tube tests (see
Fig. 11b). In addition, the simulated closing behavior corresponds well
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Fig. B.13. Pressure contour plot in a vertical cut through the safety valves and shock tube during blast loading at different time steps (fluid domain and closing mechanisms are
shown): (a) existing and (b) novel valve design.
to the actual situation. If not, larger deviations in the pressure–time
curve compared to the measurements would be visible.

8. Conclusion and outlook

The present study handles the topic of pressure drop and blast
pressure leakage of passive air blast safety valves. An evaluation and
optimization procedure for such devices is introduced, which incorpo-
rates comprehensive experimental as well as numerical investigations.
To the best of the authors knowledge, the proposed method allows
a target-oriented improvement of safety valves considering two in-
trinsically different operating modes: ventilation operation and the
stress case when subjected to shock wave loads. Numerical analyses
are regarded as an appropriate approach in order to predict valve
performance parameters as well as to gain in-depth insights into the
flow or structural behavior, which then serves as a basis for geometrical
optimizations. Ultimately, the procedure is exemplified on an existing
11

passive air blast safety valve as a case study.
Both, the existing and new safety valve design, reveal an adequate
behavior when subjected to a blast load of 3 bar reflected pressure,
which is the worst-case scenario for the contemplated application.
Additionally, while not explicitly shown in the manuscript, the novel
safety valve has been successfully tested experimentally for incident
(reflected) pressures of 0.1 bar (0.2 bar) up to the presented worst-
case. The obtained maximum overpressure and residual impulse are
for both concepts up to a factor 1.8 and 3 lower than the specified
limiting values of 1 bar and 1.5 bar ms, respectively. Furthermore, a
significant performance increase of the novel valve design in ventilation
operation is achieved. The volume flow rate is enhanced by a factor of
3 in comparison to the existing device, while the same pressure drop
of 200 Pa is present. This outcome is of importance in practice, since
it may allow to reduce the power consumption of the ventilation fans
or requires less safety valves installed in the system.

Future work could cover the investigation of different air blast loads

or other protective components with the shown method. Also, different
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Fig. B.14. Velocity contour plot in a vertical cut through the safety valves and shock tube during blast loading at different time steps (fluid domain and closing mechanisms are
shown): (a) existing and (b) novel valve design.
FSI techniques should be analyzed to simulate the valve behavior under
blast loading. While the chosen indirect coupling approach delivers
first important insights, there is room for improvements. Possibly, a
direct two-way coupling approach would deliver more accurate results,
which is however regarded as very challenging to achieve in short-term
dynamic applications.
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Appendix A. Grid convergence study

Fig. A.12 shows exemplarily the behavior of the residual overpres-
sure and impulse (y-axis) in function of the time (x-axis) of the existing
safety valve design with different mesh resolutions. The average cell
size ranges from 0.55 and 10 mm (finest mesh) to 1 and 40 mm
(coarse mesh) when considering the safety valve and the shock tube,
respectively. It is revealed that the pressure is more sensitive to the
cell size compared to the impulse. Only the finer grids are able to
approximately resolve larger intermediate peaks in the pressure–time
history, e.g. the two distinguishable pressure increases during the first
0.5 ms (see Fig. A.12a). A pressure of 0 Pa is reached by all four
computational grids at approximately 3.15 ms. The lowest and highest
residual impulse compared to the measurements is reached by the
coarsest and finest mesh, respectively (see Fig. A.12b). Qualitatively, no
large deviation between the pressure–time histories of the finer grids is
visible and the mean-relative error of the impulse is less than 1%. The
fine mesh is therefore applied for the present investigations.

Appendix B. Safety valves flow field during blast loading

Figs. B.13 and B.14 show pressure and velocity contour plots in a
ertical cut through the safety valves during blast loading at different
ime steps until closure of the valves. The existing and new safety valve
echanism closes, i.e. reaches the end position, after approximately 3
nd 1.8 ms, respectively. Since the FSI simulations of the new passive
ir blast safety valve were carried out during the design of experiment
rocess before manufacturing the prototype and the final geometrical
ptimizations, the shape of the valve and closing mechanism in the
imulations is slightly different from the final design. However, this is
ot regarded critical for the outcome of the results, since the closing
ime and the flow cross section remained similar.
First of all, when considering the pressure distribution (see

ig. B.13), the incident shock wave traveling from left to right with
magnitude of approximately 1 bar is visible at t = −0.2 ms. Due to
he small flow cross section in the existing design, an almost normal
eflection of the blast wave occurs (see Fig. B.13a, t = 0.2 ms), which
esults in reflected pressures of up to 3.15 bar (t = 0.6 ms). More
omplex reflections are present in the novel valve design while reaching
ressures of up to 4 bar. Due to the increased flow cross section of the
ovel valve design, the main blast pressure leakage (see Fig. B.13b,
isible from t = 0.6 to 1.8 ms, right hand side of the valve) has a
agnitude of approximately 0.8 bar, which is roughly twice as high
ompared to the existing design. Moreover, subsequent smaller pressure
aves with magnitudes of 0.1 to 0.2 bar are passing both safety
alves (visible from t = 1.4 to 2.6 ms, on the right hand side close
o the valves). Both phenomena are in accordance with the registered
ressure–time distribution at measuring location 2 (compare Fig. 10),
evealing a first large pressure peak and subsequent reduced pressure
luctuations.
When evaluating the velocity field of the existing valve design (see

ig. B.14a), the fluid reaches a velocity of approximately 580 m/s at t
0.2 ms and is subsequently reduced until valve closure (t = 3 ms).

nversely, due to the increased flow cross section, the air velocity in the
ew valve design is first lower (approximately 175 m/s, see Fig. B.14b,
= 0.2 ms) and reaches 600 m/s when approaching the closed state (t =
.8 ms). As mentioned in Section 4.3, the new closing mechanism is not
odeled fully closed in the simulation due to mesh deformation issues,
hich explains the remaining increased air flow after closure from
13

.2 to 3 ms. Interestingly, in comparison to the ventilation operation
see Section 7.2) and probably due to the significant bending of the
etal sheets, the air flow is more complex in the novel valve design
ith increased flow deflection and separation, e.g. at t = 1.4 ms.
his behavior most likely enhances the residual pressure fluctuations
iscussed beforehand.
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